
Global Investment Firm Uses Infrrd's 

Intelligent Data Processing For Translating 

And Extracting Data From Annual Reports

- Saves Time & Costs By 63%
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  Use Case



Customer is a global investment research 

and investment management firm offering 

mutual fund, ETF, and stock analysis, ratings, 

and data, and portfolio tools.
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Business

Problems

Solution

As a part of the investment research, the investment analysts have to manually go through a slew 

of annual financial reports and other financial documents from different companies. These PDF 

documents contain the company’s financial data like Balance sheet, Income statements, Cash flow 

etc. Such PDF documents are usually huge, running over hundreds of pages. This poses following 

problems:

We extended our platform to automatically extract, classify and translate financial information from

annual reports.

Inefficiency

The manual process of going 

througheach page of a financial 

report is cumbersome, and very

time consuming, which makes 

the task of investment analysis 

rather unproductive.  

Loss of revenue due to delays

This time-consuming process also 

adds to overall cost of time and 

effort which involves more people 

in the team to do the tedious task.

It takes a long time and multiple hands to translate 

as well as extract data with precision, especially 

with a volume like ours of 20,000,000/annum.

 Infrrd saved us time and cost involved in the 

process by about 63%

-  Company’s Head of Business

Dealing with Non english language

A significant number of clients do all 

their business and financial reporting 

in their own native language such as 

Vietnamese, Polish, Nepalese etc. 

Hence the investment analyst has 

to face the language barrier.

Before the analysts could review 

these documents, they are usually 

outsourced to a third party 

translator.It delays and adds up 

to the overall cost and time.



An investment research company which serves in countries of North America, Europe, Asia, and Australia. 

Their enormous line of products and services include financial advisors, asset managers, individual investors, 

retirement plan providers, and institutional investors. Data and research insights which are offered by the client 

pertaining to managed investment products, publicly listed companies, private capital markets, and real-time 

global market.

Client Background
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Challenges We Faced

The problem pertains to extracting data from a document which is represented in a tabular fashion (bordered 

or borderless which may or may not have row/column lines), and identifying key fields and attributes from those 

tables.

These documents do not follow any fixed standard or a designated format. This lack of standardized structure 

and a large quantity of information introduces difficulty in extracting relevant information in an accurate 

and efficientway.

This was another essential requirement sought by the client. The entire content from the PDF documents needs 

to be extracted, translated to English, and transformed to a searchable HTML file while retaining the exact layout 

and position of the text.

Automating the data extraction process for these documents presents a number of challenges:

Infrrd IDP (Intelligent Data capture) Platform

Infrrd IDP solves the above technical challenges by effectively employing our AI, Machine Learning 

and Computer Vision algorithms. 

Since the financial data to be extracted is represented in a tabular fashion, it poses certain other challenges 

for extracting relevant fields from the table as mentioned below

A. Segregating a table data from another table and retaining the tabular layout of the text after data extraction

is a challenge.

• No fixed format

• Language translation and layout preservation

• Table Extraction

B. Identifying one column (row or cell) from other is another non-trivial problem.



OCR

Transforming scanned PDF into searchable HTML, while preserving 
the layout

Language translation 

Pre-processing

1. Orientation and skew correction: The system performs automated orientation and skew

detection and makes appropriate corrections if the document is rotated or the text lines

are skewed.

2. Enhancement: Based on the PDF, the solution tries to enhance the qualityand remove

background noise

3. The overall layout of the document is analyzed so that the data could be extracted in a highly

accurate manner and also preserve the layout. By employing image processing and ML algorithms,

the content of the page is analyzed as to whether it’s a single column/two column layout, whether

it has tabular content (bordered/borderless) etc. This step also involves segmenting each table

from the other.

Infrrd’s OCR engine which supports > 90 languages is used to detect and extract text out of the 

scanned PDF document. The OCR engine is run on the specific region of pages - containing 

tables, paragraphs etc, and extracts the data in an accurate manner while preserving the layout.

Infrrd’s intelligent data capture platform specializes in this domain where it relies on image 

processing and ML techniques to do this kind of transformation.

Infrrd has its own capabilities around language translation based on Deep Neural Networks. 

As a part of this solution, the objective was to re-train our translation engine on live-data.
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Result

Infrrd’s IDP provided a platform for translation and extraction of 2 million financial documents annually 

for 37 languages with a major focus on Polish, Spanish, Vietnamese, Nepalese & German. The 

company was able to reduce time & costs in their financial analysis processes by 63%.
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37 languages include: 

Polish, Spanish, Swedish, French, Arabic, Turkish, Portuguese, German, Russian, Italian, Vietnamese, Danish, 

Norwegian, Greek, Dutch, Finnish, Indonesian, Bulgarian, Hebrew, Croatian, Romanian, Nepali, Slovenian, Slovak, 

Bosnian, Hungarian, Ukrainian, Icelandic, Serbian, Macedonian, Thai, Czech, Lithuanian, Latvian, Korean, Chinese, 

Japanese.

Nepali

Polish



About Infrrd

San Jose, CA, based Infrrd Inc is a leading Machine Intelligence partner to Banking, Financial services 

and Insurance industries across the globe. Infrrd's focus is on providing AI as a service and leveraging its 

homegrown machine learning platform to solve analytics and automation related problems for the customers. 

Infrrd's platforms and algorithms extract deep insights from big data based on artificial intelligence and deep 

learning and offer these insights to drive decisions & automate extraction for customers.

Click here for Free Demo

+1(844)-446-3773
San Francisco, Suite 360E, 2001 

Gateway Place, San Jose, CA 95110
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Vietnamese

https://content.infrrd.ai/request-live-demo



